I’m always feeling a sense of ancestral vision all around me.
I feel amazed because I’m me.
You see me play nice all day long.
Be capable of dense and unpredictable dead silence.
Double your dominance.
Go up against the downshift.
Endure even further beyond the end.
I belong to something fearless.
Face the first breath after feeling weakness.
We are making a flat out masterpiece.
Force your intuition to focus.
Find another freeform adventure.
See the funniest thing from the front row.
Hammer with a powerful voice.
Connect to a hypnotic hook.
Perceive things hidden from the world differently.
Interact with an intense inner light.
I kinda lose track of which way is up but keep moving forward.
Listen to the little bubbles shatter.
Never thought I’d make it to the top notch.
Grow obsessed with redeeming the old into new.
Process the pure sound of profound questions.
Reclaim rare treasure.
Remember revealing the truth requires exacting execution.

See new serenity beyond this horizon.
Spread out the spotlight by leaning your whole body.
Swap the synthetic for the surreal.
Take a chance that will make you really exist.
Keep eye contact with the one thing you’ve never seen.
Think the song in your head out loud.
Choose the right emotion to magnify.
Make this day too good.
Find the melody wandering through a dream.
Wake up in charge.
A really good path is a necessity.
Get absolutely baffled by a stunning new feeling.
Add energy to abandoned, untouched places.
A new day isn’t a bad place.
Be my infinitely open-ended excuse.
Assert boundaries at a different angle.
Critical pieces have not been explored.
Dial the power knob to make big waves.
Hold the line because an underdog is exciting.
Be serious when beginning to get it.
You find contagious laughter.
Your chances to get it right are awfully good.
Cross that line and make things happen.
Effortlessly eavesdrop on exactly what you need to hear.

Find a home in forbidden places.
Go after what you genuinely want.
Get a better sense of how far you can reach.
A good time is afoot.
Huge and seemingly endless moments had me cheering.
The hardest fights have a lot of utility.
How far I’ll go has changed.
Here comes a purpose.
I don’t mind giving my life.
I don’t see what’s so bad about fixing everything as it breaks.
I’m curious and new so I’m eager to rearrange myself.
It’s basically our duty to inspire some rabid loyalty.
It’s not the worst thing that it’s anyone’s game.
The mission is a process.
Shift into high gear just for laughs.
Lean on little things.
Lead me left, right and center like a melody.
Look into my eyes like I never left.
Look forward and fight.
Master your mind’s eye.
Might as well make something happen.
There’s more to life than makes perfect sense.
Nothing in my way at the moment.
Nothing competes against such a new plane of existence.

Tip the scale once and for all.
Exhaust all eye-opening avenues.
Your mind only grows stronger.
Perception shifts seem to just come naturally.
Pick up the passion to prove them wrong.
Roll with change like the rhythm of the falling rain.
Reprogram your real reason.
Realize the depth in the radio chatter.
Ride the storm regardless of the outcome.
Rip reinforced walls out and start over.
Squeeze the last drop of potential out of the moment.
Stand alone when it all starts falling apart.
So this is the power of vision.
Say you won’t sit back.
Start prioritizing a satisfying life.
Start a great day from scratch.
Stick it through because I’m sure there’s more to find.
The whole room will just stop dead while you test your logic.
Teach me the missing pieces.
Notice you fit perfectly.
Make a beacon and stand there acting as a sentry.
Be observant through the eyes of a treasure hunter.
Trust yourself to clamber back up.
Use the unused, unclaimed and untouched.

Wanderlust got a hold of me from the start.
Listen to the chaos to actually improve.
Come to life with outlandish swagger from the wild blue yonder.
Leave them speechless without warning.
Make an interesting contrast within yourself and work from there.
Don’t limit yourself within a given radius.
You’ve already got your common sense.
Accept the truth you already know from experience.
There are a lot of things you can do with an achievable dream.
Attract an awesome wave of power.
See a happy story at the end of the world.
Be better than good before anyone even asks.
A king can come from nothing.
Clapping with one hand crossed my mind.
Figure out how to come along and shake things up.
The doors to deep belief are open wide.
Have an impact in a different way.
Exist for a reason, even if it’s not perfect.
Every type of laughter is easier now.
Further the game plan for real.
Fully persuade yourself.
Find the certain point of view that works best.
Gain the motivation to take the ride.
Get closer to what you want.

Lots of good can come from this.
Be in a position to hit the nail on the head.
I could go for a stroll in a beautiful place.
I will believe instead of running away.
Act quickly in free fall.
You’re approaching a different way of life.
Answer in this fight.
Lean towards the imagination.
It’s only a matter of time before it all seems funny.
Lead the way like a magnet.
Land on an amazing idea.
My mind made me a believer.
Overcome fear on loop over and over.
Your eye opens by itself.
Put considerable work into playing with fire.
Positive energy pushes on every side.
The path leads to peace of mind.
Plow through set parameters.
See another solution and solve the problem handily.
Face reality sooner instead of later.
Start again with the strength of a thousand stones.
Teach them the real message.
There is no next time around.
There’s a million really nice back roads.

Time to think about possible worlds.
Stand firm the same way forever.
Go after what you’re missing.
I want to be the one stepping up.
I can see the positive.
Your enemy can be damaged by your energy.

